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ABSTRACT

MILITARY GEOGRAPHY--CANVAS OF THE OPERATIONAL PLANNER?
by Major James W. DeLony, USA, 54 pages.

This monograph provides a aefinition of military geography
A it relates to the application of operational art, and a
recommended framework for the assessment of the influence
of military geography in operational level planning. Its
focus is the theoretical and doctrinal concepts that define
the interaction of the conduct of military operations at
the operational level of war and the environment. Military
geography, used effectively by the operational planner,
provides the operational canvas for the planning and
conduct of military operations at the operational level of
war.

The study begins with a discussion of the theoretical
writings of Sun Tzu, Clause-witz, and Jomini concerning the
relationship of the conduct of military operations and
military geography. U.S. doctrine describing the
influences of military geography on military operations at
the operational level is presented. Soviet military
geography as defined by its relationship with Soviet
military art and science is examined for a comparative view
to U.S. doctrine. A definition of military geography and a
conceptual framework is presented for an operational
assessment of the influence of military geography on
military operations at the operational level.

The paper concludes that the Soviet approach in assessing
the influence of milita.-y geography on military operations
is consistent and holistic, recognizing a conditional
significance of the interaction of military geography and
the conduct of military operations. The U.S. approach
views military geography's influence to be prescriptive due
the lack of a doctrinal, analytical framework to fully
assess the influence of military geography on military
operations. U.S. doctrine for the conduct of military
operations at the operational level of war needs to provide For
an analytical approach in defining the permanent but P
variable interaction of military geography and the conduct 0
of military operations at the operational level of war. A
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SECTION i: INTRODUCTION

If a general desires to be successful in the
great drama of war, his first duty is to
study carefully the theater of operatio..ns so
that he may see ,learly the relative advantages
and disadvantages it presents for himself and
his enemies. Jominil

But a commander must submit his work to a
partner, space, which he can never completely
reconnoiter, and because of the constant
movement and change 1-o which he is subject
h= zan neve- really come to know.

ClausewitzZ

Know the enemy, know thyself; your victory
will never be endangered. Know the ground,
know the weather; your victory will be
total. Sun Tzu3

The purpose of this paper is to define those elements

of military geography which are important in the

formulation of operational art and application of its

principles. Military geography is defined as the stuay of

the interaction of military operations and the total

environment in the application of military power.

Operational art for the U.S. planner is the employment of

military forces to attain strategic goals through the

design, organization, and execution of campaigns and manor

operations. 4  For the operational planner, these two

subjects are primary in the development and execution of

military operations. Unquestionably, one of the greatest

difficulties in the planning and execution of military

operations on any scale is the comprehension of the complex

factors of time and space. Military geography. used

effectively by the operational planner, provides the
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2

operational canvas for the military operation. Critical to

the understanding of the relationship of military geography

and operational art is the recognition that operational art

places a special set of requirements on the study of the

environment. These requirements create a dialectical

relationship in the analysis of the interaction of the

military force and the environment which are described by

military geography, particularly as to the cost and

efficiency of military activities." The operational

planner's motivatiun to pursue the study of military

geography is sustained by the reality that a proper

understanding of military geography and its influences is

crucial to the conduct of effective military action.

The development of military theory, in particular the

writings of Clausewitz, Jomini, and Sun Tzu have done much

to define the field of applied military geography since the

mid-nineteenth century. This paper provides a review of

their theoretical writings concerning the relationship of

the conduct of military operations and military geography.

Additionally, contemporary U.S. views on operational art

and military geography are presented. Soviet military

geography and its relationship with Soviet military

doctrine and science is presented to relate a comparative

view. This paper concludes with a proposed concept of the

use of military geography by the operational planner.
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3

SECTION II: MILITARY THEORY AND MILITARY GEOGRAPHY

Even though the term *military geography' did not come

into use before the eighteenth century, geography as a

military concern can be traced from the accounts of the

earliest battle for which there are detailed records. At

Megiddo, 1479 B.C., Thutmose III, Pharaoh of Egypt, "was

advised by his staff of the locations and intentions of the

enemy and of the terrain to his front .7 Since that time,

many military theorists have focused on the interaction of

the environment, as determined by military geography, and

application of military power, particularly in the conduct

of military operations. In this paper, I will discuss

three: Sun Tzu, Karl von Clausewitz, and Antoine Henri

Jomini.

Critical to an understanding of these three theorists

views of the interaction of the environment and military

operations is to define what 'military geography' is.

Jomini is the only one of the three theorists who uses the

term 'military geography" in his writings. The terms

"terrain , "weather', and 'ground' are found in the

writings of Sur Tzu. Clausewitz uses the terms *key to the

country', 'country and ground , 'terrain', 'space*, sense

of locality", 'weather' and 'geographical '. Jomini uses

the terms 'military geography , 'topographical and

strategic description" 'country', 'territory'. weather'

geographical science', and *regions
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However, each theorist agrees on the need for an

understanding of the interaction of the total environment

and the conduct of military operations--what I define as

the study of military geography. The theorist's concern is

not to define military geography but to consider how the

environment may be used in the conduct of military

operations and what influences and constraints

environmental conditions may impose on military operations.

*Sun Tzu

Sun Tzu's The Art of War, introduced to the West in

the late 18th century, represents the earliest known

attempt to formulate a rational basis for the planning and

conduct of military operations." His style and the

thinking it represents is not cluttered with elaborate

stratagems and techniques; rather, Sun Tzu presents an

orderly, straightforward guide for both generals and rulers

in the conduct of war. His treatise begins with the advice

to view war in terms of five fundamental factors: moral

influence, weather, terrain, command, and doctrine.9 Sun

Tzu further prescribes that an assessment is required for

each of these five factors relative to the 'disposition' of

friendly and enemy armies accord-ng to the elements of the

art of war: measurement of space, estimation of

quantities, calculations, comparisons; and chances for

victory."' Essentially, Sun Tzu is describing a

methodology of studying the area of military operations,

estimating the effect of environment and enemy on planned
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5

operations, and assessing the chances of success. Sun Tzu

provides guidance as to the interaction and effect of the

environment at the three levels of scale in the conduct of

military operations. By distinguishing between six

categories of terrain and 'nine varieties of ground*, Sun

Tzu offers an assessment of how military geography may be

used and what influences and constraints it imposes on

military operations at the tactical, operational, and the

strategic levels of war."

Sun Tzu's six categories of terrain are: accessible,

entrapping, indecisive, constricted, precipitous, and

distant." In discussing the characteristics of each, Sun

Tzu focuses on the effec' of the particular terrain

category on the interaction of forces in tactical battle

and operations. In this particular section of his writings

is also found the often quoted passage:

Know thy enemy, know yourself: your victory wi1l
never be endangered. Know the ground, know the
weather; your victory will then be total.'!

The nine varieties of ground as described by Sun Tzu

classify ground *in respect to the employment of troops."

His definitions of ground as dispersive, frontier, key-

communicating, focal, serious, difficult, encircled. and

death relate to the operational and strategic use of

military forces given the influences and constraints of the

environment. Not all actions recommended by Sun Tzu

prescribe strictly military activity. Fcr example. Sun Tzu

states that when in .ocal ground (ground enclosed by three
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other states), the best course of action is to ally with

neighboring states or strengthen allianceF. Sun Tzu also

advises that when in death ground (ground in which the army

survives only if it fights with courage) the commander must

concentrate his efforts in the moral domain. From an

operational perspective, Sun Tzu advises that when in key

ground (ground equally advantageous to enemy and friendly

forces to occupy) lines of communication or *rear services'

must be a priority concern. Sun Tzu also advises to not

fight in your own territory (dispersive ground) or stop

operations af;er gaining only a shallow penetration

(frontier ground). Following these broad discussions of

what actions are required by each variety of ground, Sun

Tzu suggests that a general must *examine with greatest

care' the employment of military forces appropriate to the

nine varieties of ground, the advc.-ntages of close or

extended deployment, and the principles of human nature.

By prescribing such a stud,,, Sun Tzu is recognizing a

perceptible, but variable interaction between the

environment and the two armies that a general can exploit

for military advantage. Thr)ugh an understanding of this

interaction and its continual effect on military

operations, the general is able to anticipate the maximum

advantage the environment can provide to his forces and how

use of the environment in his planning will facilitate his

prediction and understanding of the enemy's plan. As a

result, the gene.'al is able to plan his operation -to
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attain one's aim in an artful and ingenious manner."

Carl von Clausewitz

The primary contribution of Clausewitz in describing

the interaction of the environment with military operations

is his delineation of the tactical and the strategic levels

of war."1 By emphasizing the varying significance of

terrain (defined as "the territory and inhabitants of the

whole theater of war") to the separate concerns of strategy

and tactics, the interaction of the environment and

military operations becomes a discrete analysis based on

the mission, kinds of forces involved, and the particular

theater of operations. Clausewitz states that "the

relationship between warfare and terrain determines the

peculiar nature of military action" through a relationship

that is "permanent', "decisive to the highest degree' and

is *felt in the very smallest features of the ground, but

can also dominate enormous areas." 1 7

Clausewitz states there are five "elements of

strategy': moral, physical, mathematical, geographical,

and statistical.'s He warns of the pitfalls in developing

a strategy that would analyze these elements in isolation

"since they are usually interconnected in each military

action in manifold and intricate ways-. The geographical

element "comprises the influence of terrain' The

mathematical element, though not considered a geographical

topic by Clausewitz, prescribes the concept of a three-

dimensional, geometrical relationship between the size,
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shape, location, "angle of lines of operations', and routes

of movement of military forces. This geometrical

relationship. crtn'tially what is now recognized as the

concept of 'space', indeed is a concern of military

geography." An understanding of the interaction of the

environment and military operations first requires a

concern of piace or location; "the where of things".

Following the establishment of the 'where of things',

military geography then defines the site (internal

resources) and position (relation with other places).•°

From the establishment of the physical geometry of 'space"

the study of military geography is then focused on how to

utilize the environment of this "space' in the conduct of

military operations and what influences and constraints it

imposes. However, Clausewitz does not view space as an

abstraction but as terrain that possesses an intrinsic

political and military value.21 Clausewitz recognizes that

space has only a conditional significance to the success of

a military operation. The significance of space also

varies with the scale of the operation; in tactics, the

principle of space and time are 'rapidly reduced to their

absolute minimum.' However, at the operational and

strategic levels, "armies do not burst from one theater of

war to another"'.

Clavsewitz provides a warning in the use of natural

terrain in developing strategy for a particular military

operation. The physical or natural environment of military
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operations contains no *key to the country", a popular 18th

century belief that occupation of a particular geographical

point or topographic feature provides the possession of a

country (theater of operations). Clausewitz states that

terrain should be judged for its proper value in defining

areas within a country (theater of operations) that must be

held "before one can risk an advance" .z He further

discounts the belief of an automatic commanding nature of

"high ground'.

Antoine Henri Jomini

The writings of Jomini mark the beginning of the view

that military geography is synonymous with intelligence.2 4

Jomini defines military geography as:

the topographical and strategic description
of the theater of war, with all the obstacles, natural
or artificial, to be encountered, and the examination
of permanent decisive points which may be presented in
the whole extent of the frontier or throughout the
whole extent of the country."

This definition limits military geography to a 'science" of

the description of a particular region, i.e. theater of

war, theater of military operations. This concept of

military geography as a concern of regional descriptions is

apparent in Jomini's mainly geographical definitions of

strategy, tactics, and logistics:

Strategy is the art of making war upon a map,
and comprehends the whole theater of operations.
Grand Tactics is the art of posting troops upon
the battlefield according to the accidents of the
ground, in contradistinction to planning upon a
map .... Logisti.cs comprises the means and arrangements
which work out the plans of strategy and tactics.
Strategy decides where to act; logistics brings the
troops to this point; grand tactics decides the manner
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of the execution and employment of the troops.26

Jomini believed that the practice of warfare coula be

reduced to a set of general rules which could be learned

and applied to all situations. Every campaign takes place

within a definite theater of operations. Conceptually,

each theater of operations consists of four sides, of which

two are dominated by the opposing forces. The central

problem of warfare is the choice of the correct line of

operation that allows for the domination of the theater of

operations. Selection of the correct line of operation

leaves the enemy only two choices; fight under unfavorable

conditions or withdraw from the theater of operations.ý7

Critical to selection of the line of operation is an

assessment of the interaction of the planned military

operation and the military geography of the theater of

operations.

Lines of operation trace essentially two patterns;

permanent geographical decisive points or strategic points

of maneuver. Geographical decisive points are defined as

those points which control the chief lines of communication

in a theater of operations by their permanence, position,

and "consequence of the configuration of the country"

Strategic points of maneuver are points which have 'a value

from the relations they bear to the positions of the masses

of the hostile troops and the enterprises likely to be

directed against them','6

The objective point of the line of operation, later
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defined as the object of the campaign whose strategy is

dominance of the theater of operations, is also a decisive

point. An objective poit. is classif'ed as either a

geographic objective point, an objective point of maneuver,

or a political objective point. Jomini provides the

examples of an important fortress, a riverline, or an area

which provides a favorable position for subsequent

operations as a geographical objective point. Objective

points of maneuver, similar to strategic points of

maneuver, are dependent on their position relative the

hostile forces. The selection of objective points of

maneuver depend on the political *character' of the aim of

the war and the 'military facilities' of the two armies.

Political objective points are those objectives of a line

of operation designed to achieve a strictly 'political end'

which may or may not be linked to the strategic aim of

dominance of the theater of operations. 2 9

Jomini very carefully chooses to separate those lines

of operations, decisive points, and objective points which

are exclusively a result of the influences and constraints

of military geography from those that are strictly a matter

of strategic choice." Clearly Jomini acknowledges the

utility and necessity of planning military operations based

on an effective use of military geography. However, his

theory of war is prescriptive in assessing the influence

and constraints of military geography and does not

recognize an interactive and variable relationsbip between
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the environment and military operations.

Summary

The theoretical writings of Sun Tzu, Clausewitz, and

Jomini are quite different in their description of the

interaction of the environment and military operations. In

general, the theory of Sun Tzu describes the relationship

of terrain and ground with military operations as

situational; the site and location of the military forces

dictate the proper actions to be taken to gain advantage

from the interaction of military operations and the

environment. Sun Tzu also recognizes the impact of

cultural and political environmental factors on the conduct

of military operations.

The writings of Jomini prescribe a permanence in the

relationship of military operations and the environment.

This relationship is primarily physical and is dictated by

a strategy of selecting the correct geographical points

that have a value for the military dominance of a theater

of operations. There is limited discussion in his theory

of the political and cultural factors of the environment.

however Jomini provides no guidelines in evaluating their

variable qualities. Rather, much like a formula, the

interaction of military operations and the environment are

predictable and constant.

Clausewitz's theory of the interaction of the

environment and military operations reflects a synthesis of

Sun Tzu and Jcmini. He recognizes the permanence of the
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interaction of the environment and military operations but

insists that influences and constraints of the environment

have a conditional significance that is dependent on the

political, cultural, and natural conditions of the theater

of operations and, that the effect of these influences and

constraints are relative to the scale of the operation.

Where boti, Jomini and Sun Tzu were predictive of the

interaction of the environment and the conduct of military

operations, Clausewitz presents various possibilities that

the conr~nanding general might face in conduct of military

operations in different regions. His emphasis is on

development of an ability to evaluate the environment and

the conduct of military operations as an interactive and

dynamic process that is permanent but variable in nature

and consecuence.
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SECTION III: SOVIET MILITARY GEOGRAPHY

Soviet military doctrine consists of a highly

developed, sophisticated framework for the employment of

military power and development of the armed forces. It

provides the vision of future war, guidelines for

preparation of forces for war, and methods for waging war.

Military doctrine constitutes two broad areas of concern;

military-technical (the practice of war) and socio-

political (the theory of war) . Figure 1 is a

representation of the theoretical framework of the Soviet

study of war. 3 " Note that military geography is considered

within the military-technical aspects of war and is a

component of military science and military art.

Within the military-technical aspects of Soviet

military doctrine, military science is defined as the study

of warfare in all its elements with the purpose of

developing recommendations for the conduct of war. Through

a Marxist-Leninist approach that defines warfare and all

military affairs by scientific analysis and a framework of

"natural laws', the Soviets derive a -general theory of

military science'. This *general theory of military

science" seeks to define the laws of warfare, to identify

and to categorize the elements of military science, and to

establish these elements within the Soviet armed forces.`

The categorization of the elements of Soviet military

science, as depicted by Figure 1, includes military art.

Military art, considered the most important element of
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military science, is defined as that accepted body of

thinking on the actual employment of forces at three levels

of scale: strategy, operational art, and tactics. Once

the war begins, military doctrine, the structured framework

which has identified the Soviet vision of wars it may have

to fight and how to prepare for them, is implemented by

Soviet military art. The theory of Soviet military art

further provides an analytical framework for the study of

military history to gain from the past *in a constant

search for a better military organization."> By

constantly examining, reexamining, and incorporating

military historical experiences, drawn heavily from World

War II and local wars, and considering current and

projected technological developments, Soviet military art

is structured to produce decisions ccnerning the

employment of military forces with a perspective based

primarily on military considerations and operational

continuity.

Military Geography and Military Doctrine

Given the above descriptions of Soviet military

doctrine and military art, military geography has several

roles in Soviet military thinking. As an element of Soviet

military doctrine, it is recognized that military-

geographic factors exert influences on the nature of future

war, particularly the geographical location of the country

and the national characteristics of its population.

However, the influence of geography cannot be examined
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without taking into consideration other factors of an

economic and political nature, to include the position and

interrelations cf the neighboring states. 3 4 Accordingly,

military geography provides research into the military-

political, military-economic, and natural resources of an

individual country, strategic region, or land-sea theater

of strategic military activity, and their influence on the

preparation for and conduct of war and military operations.

Military geography also includes an analysis of the level

of operational preparation for war of a country, strategic

region, or land-sea theater of strategic military activity.

Military geography, as a scientific discipline, is divided

into the study of general geographical principles, military

regional geography, and the study of theaters of strategic

military activity. General principles of military

geography provide the conceptual framework and methodology

for research and study of the influence of military-

geographical factors on the conduct of armed conflict.

Specifically, the spatial relationship of the country or

region to other countries, natural conditions to include

weather, resources, and topography, cultural conditions to

include social and governmental structure, economic

development (location, nature, capabilities, energy

sources, agricultural development, etc.), and

transportation capabiliti.ts to support economic and

military demands. The study of population distribution,

composition, and location is also an important element in
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the general methodology and principles of Soviet military

geography.31

Military regional geography is concerned with

assessing the war potential of a particular country or

region and the military-geographical factors of the region

which have an affect on ground, sea, and air operations.

For example, the physical location and measurable

capacities and capabilities of military bases, airports,

and seaports, the status of civil defense preparation, and

in-place obstacles or defensive fortifications are elements

of military regional geography. Additionally, an

assessment of the vulnerability of the country's economy

and its degree of preparation for the conduct of war is a

concern of military regional geography. Using the

military-geographical analjsis from the general

methodology, an assessment is made of the effect of relief,

soil, hydrology, vegetation, climate, and other physical

environmental features found in the region on the conduct

of military mobilization, movement, and combat for both

Soviet military forces and those defending the region.

Military Geography and Military Art

The conceptual framework of the application of Soviet

military art is based on an appreciation that all military

activities take place in a defined space and time. Given a

defined command perspective for the application of military

art (strategy, operational art, and tactics) , Soviet

military geography closely parallels Soviet military art in
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defining the geographic areas of operation and interest for

strategy, operational art, and tactics. Strategy is

further divided into general military strategy, preparation

and conduct of war in general, and partial military

strategy, military action in specific regions of the

world.36

The broadest concept of military geography is the

theater of war(TV) , large areas of land, sea, and air over

which the war is conducted. Within the theater of war are

the continental and oceanic theaters of strategic military

activity(TVD) , bounded geographical regions within which

the military activities associated with partial military

strategy, operational art, and tactics are executed.

Figure 2 outlines the parallel terminology of Soviet

military art and military geography."'

The terms strategic, operational, and tactical

direction are defined as areas, sectors, or zones of

terrain, water, or airspace for military operations. The

following is a description of the strategic directions of

the Western TVD taken from lecture notes of the Voroshilov

Military Academy:

Strategic Directions of the Western TVD

- North-German direction: Characterized by large
cities, industrial areas, and ports (Berlin, Hamburg.
Amsterdam, Brussels. Antwerp, Paris. London. the Ruhr.
and northern French industriai regions, and the
Birmingham and Cardiff industrial areas in England),
and the Vistula, Oder, Elbe, Oker, Seine, and Loire
Rivers.

- South German direction: Characterized by large
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cities and industrial areas (Salzburg, Munich,
Stuttgart, Marsaille, Madrid, Geneva, Zurich, and
Lisbon); natural obstacles to include the Carpathian,
northern Alps, and Pyrene'es mountains, and
rivers(Danube and Rhine).
The approximate boundary lines between the north-
German and south-German strategic directions run
approximately through Kiev, Wroclaw, Frankfurt, the
southern border of Luxembourg, and Borge.

The operational capacity of each direction is
sufficient for the deployment and military operations
of two fronts."e

Given this geographical framework for defining the

space of military operations at the three levels of

military art, the general principles of military geography

and military science are applied "to develop an accepted

body of thinking on the actual employment of armed forces

in combat."3' From the collection and assessment of

political, economic, natural, and military ccnditions

relative to a specific TVD, the planning of military

operations, early preparation of the TVD for future

operations, and the overall preparation of the armed forces

,.n relation to the characteristics of the TVD is

accomplished.

Soviet Military Geography and Operational Art

One of the most significant differences in the

development of Soviet and U.S. military thinking since The

end of World War II is the concept of operational art. The

development of Soviet operational art can be traced as a

consequen"e of the environmental conditions of histori-al

Soviet military experience." From a militarv pcint II

view, the two most signif.cant military tonograchical
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features of the eastern region of the Soviet Union are

its great •ize and flatness. These conditions, as well as

significant political and economic developments, dictated

that most of the Soviet operational experiences since 1917

were large scale battles fought on nearly level terrain.

The lack of definable terrain objectives, the absence of

obstacles, and limited effect of tactical operations

required forces that were large, mobile, and able to

concentrate rapidly over large distances. The operational

orientation was required to be offensive as the relatively

featureless terrain provided no opportunity for an

effective defense unless in great depth. The development

of the Soviet concept of maskirovka relates in part to the

scarcity of significant terrain features which forced the

Soviet planner to seek other means to protect his force

from enemy observation and fire. 4 1

Effect of the environment on the execution of Soviet

operational art is a significant influence in the design of

forces and operational plans. Drawing data derived from

the general principles of the science of military geography

and military regional geography, the Soviet operational

planner collects and assesses the effect of geog-aphic,

economic, and political factors within the operational

direction(s) of the stratcgic direction(s) of tne TVD.

Geographic factors include the natural condLtions of

relief, hydrologic conditions, soils, vegetation, ana

climate. Soviet military science and regional geographv
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categorize weather and terrain under six specific

conditions: normal or usual, which applies to Central

Europe as a whole, and five special conditions defined as

mountain, desert, coastal, arctic, and cities. 4 ` The

nature and scale of probable destruction to the natural

environment by combat operations, the delineation of areas

that favor mobility and countermobility of combat

operations, climatic conditions to include the season,

wind, rainfall, and cloudiness, and the demands of the

physical environment on logistical operations constitute

the majority of the assessment of the effect of geographic

factors. The operational direction's soil, hydrology, and

geology conditions are evaluated to predict induced

radiation, nature and parameters of shock waves, and

potential areas of radioactive fallout from the use of

nuclear weapons."

Economic factors include the capacities, geographic

locations, resources, distribution networks, and assessed

relative importance of the operational sector's economic

and industrial areas. Areas and points of vulnerability

for targeting by nuclear and non-nuclear weapons are

determined as well as the enemy potential to regenerate and

defend. The assessment of the effect of economic factors of

the opeiational direction is closely aligned with the

strategic assessment of the economic factors of the TVD.

Within consideration of the economic factors of the

operational direction is a calculation on the availability
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of local resources to support combat operations, such as

fuel, food, manpower, and transportation.44

Political factors include an assessment of the

strengths and weaknesses of the resident government

structure of the strategic and operational direction to

.resist or defend. Targets for exploitation and protection,

specifically for deep operations and protection of the rear

areas, are determined. Civil defense potential of the

resident government is an important political factor in the

determination of the effects of the use of conventional and

nuclear weapons. An assessment of the measures required to

support party-political work in the operational sector is

made based on the class, cultural, and religious

characteristics of the local inhabitants. Important in

this analysis is the determination of the power of the

various political and social organizations and their

leaders."

Summary

The Soviets have an unified, scientific approach to

assess how military geography can be used in the conduct of

military operations and the influences and constraints it

imposes. By a focus which is regionally oriented at the

strategic and operational levels, the affects and costs of

the interaction of the environment and military operations

are determinate for war and preparation for war. The

separation of military strategy into strategy and partial

strategy provides the operational planner clear strategic
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goals and a framework for the research and study of

military geography at the correct scale. The Soviet

operational focus in the use of military geography is

twofold: one, to develop the correct armed forces and

military art to fight in a particular region; secondly, how

to prepare those armed forces and the political, economic,

military, and natural factors of a particular region to

effectively achieve the Soviet strategic requirements for

that region. This concept of regional preparation is an

essential element of Soviet military science and insures an

appropriate understanding of the interaction of environment

and military operations both in planning and executing

Soviet operational art.
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SECTION IV: MILITARY GEOGRAPHY AND U.S. ARMY
OPERATIONAL ART

Together with aims, resources, and limiting
factors, the threat and the geography of the
area of operations define the parameters
within which military operations are conducted.

FM 1O0-646

The above quotation, taken from the U.S. Army

doctrinal manual FM 100-6, Large Unit Operations, that

"addresses the activity of military operational direction',

categorizes geography as one of several parameters of the

". operational environment'. 4 ' FM 100-5, Operations, states

that the *environment of combat' consists of the elements

of the physical environment which have a physical and moral

effect or, combat operations in 'the stressful, resistant

environment of battle" 40 For the purpose of this paper, I

will focus on the *operational environment*; however, I

consider *the environment of combat' and the "environment

of battle" to be subsets of the 'operational environment'

despite the deficiency of U.S. doctrine to define a

relationship between these three concepts of 'environment'.

U.S. operational doctrine prescribes an "operational

environment* that consists of a set of parameters that

define military operations at the operational level. This

doctrinal 'operational environment' is confusing given this

paper's previous discussions of military geography as the

study of the interaction of military operations and the

total environment. In the context of this paper, the

environment is *the sum of all of the factors and forces
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which operate at a place and can have an effect upon the

performance of any function there."'

In the context of U.S. Army doctrine, the "operational

environment* is the total set of factors and forces (aims,

resources, threat, and 'geography') that an operational

planner must consider in the practice of operational art.

Operatio~nal art is tha emplcyme-.it of military forces tn

attain strategic goals through the design, organization,

and execution of campaigns and major operations. These two

uses of *environment" are confusing if the context of their

use is not understood. From an operational planning

context, the determination of the parameters that define

the conduct of military operations is an essential activity

if 'the design of operational plans is .... to be effective

and achievable".5 0  In defining an 'operational

environment" for the planning and conduct of operational

art, the interaction of these parameters is established in

a conceptual framework to optimize the application of

operational art in the attainment of strategic goals. This

concept of a set of parameters for the application of

operational art is quite similar to the theoretical

approach of the three theorists discussed in this paper.

Use of the geographical parameter of operational

design begins with the division of the world into five

unified commands or theaters of war. A theater of war

includes the geographic area within which land, sea, and

air operations are directed toward a common strategic aim.
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The delineation of theaters of war is linked to the

strategic aim and not necessarily the spatial relationship

of the world topography. Within each theater of war, there

are theaters of operations which are bounded geographic

areas based on 'political and military agreements,

&_ography (undefined, but I assume configuration of the

natural environment], the threat, and the nature of the

planned operations',e1

At the operational level, the military commander

focuses his efforts to create the military conditions to

achieve the strategic aim. U.S. doctrine states this

requires 'the destruction, surrender, or evacuation of

enemy forces and control of geography--land, sea, and air"

for mid- to high-intensity war.32 This purposely limited

use of the term geography ignores the importance of the

influences of the cultural, political, and economic

geography in creating the conditions for operational

military success. Throughout FM 100-6 there is very little

appreciation of the influence of the environmrnt kmy

definition) on the conduct of military operations except

for the effects of the physical and natural environment

that are largely the concerns of topography and climate.

Neither FM 100-6 nor FM 100-5 recognize the concept

of military geography. Rather, the undefined term

"geography' is used. This imprecise use of the term

geography is linked to a poor doctrinal appreciation of

what constitutes military geography as well as a failure to
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recognize the scope of the interaction of military

operations and the total environment.

The one area where U.S. operational doctrine

approaches an appreciation of military geography is in the

application of operational functions. Operational
C".

functions are applied through the conduct of military

operations in a theater of operations through a planned

sequence of operations. These functions are: operational

intelligence, maneuver, fires, sustainment, and

deception. 3  As per FM 100-6 and TC 34-130, Intelli~ence

Preparation of the Battlefield, operational intelligence is

the function which forms a limited assessment of the

military geography (my definition) of the theater of

operations. This assessment (termed *situation

development" in FM 100-6) is a product of a process defined

as the operational-level of war Intelligence Preparation of

the Battlefield (IPB). The IPB process involves four

assessments: theater area evaluation, analysis of the

characteristics of the theater area of war, threat

evaluation, and threat integration." The assessments of

the theater area and characteristics of the theater area of

war are a broad analysis of the terrain and weather to

include topography, hydrology, and climatology. Other

areas considered in this analysis include the dispositions

of the transportation and telecommunications networks:

economic, political, and social systems: scientific and

technological bases; the extent of urbanization, the state
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of national morale, impact of neutral nations on military

operations, and the popular support for U.S. strategic

goals",, The IPB process continues beyond these largely

military geographic concerns to an assessment of the

threat (opposing forces) capabilities, dispositions,

deployment patterns, and tenters of gravity. The

determinati-n of the threat centers of gravity represents

the primary concern of the threat integration assessment of

the IPB process 'as defeat of these sources of strength is

the sine qua non of success and victory at the operational

level of war" e5

The IPB process yields an analysis focused primarily

on the interaction of the enemy forces and the physical and

natural geography of the theater of operations. The effect

of military geography on friendly operations, a part of the

analysis of the theater of operations assessment, is

generated as a secondary effort. There is not an analysis

of the effect of sustained military operations on the

military geography of the theater of operations; such as,

the effect of nuclear weapons on the natural, political,

and economic environment, or the assessed degradation of

the economic infrastructure due to military operations in

the theater of operations.

Operational sustainment provides the means to execute

the operational plan. In the analysis of the capabilities

of the support structure to provide resources for military

operations, the effect of military geography (my
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definition) is a critical factor but receives little

doctrinal definition in the interaction of sustainment

operations and military geography. FM 100-6 provides a

concept of a "sustainment environment* in which the six key

sustainment functions are executed: manning, arming,

fueling, fixing, transporting, and protecting the force."

Use of 'environment' is a attempt to define an

organizational framework versus an evaluation of the

sustainment function operating in the military geography of

the theater of operations. By implication rather than a

clear expression that recognizes the variable interaction

of sustainment operations and military geography, the U.S.

doctrine only provides for creation of an organizational

"sustainment environment' based on size of the theater.

location of the sustainment base, number and direction of

lines of communication, enemy capabilities to interdict

sustainment operations, geography (undefined but I assume

the configuration of the natural environment), and

political boundaries.

The operational functions of maneuver, fires, and

deception have no specific references to the military

geography which encompasses their application. FM 00-5

abstractly describes these functions without specifying how

the interaction of these -unctions and military -eo'4r3pOhv

of the theater of operations would effect conduct of

military operations.
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Summary

U.S. operational art has a limited concept of the role

of military geography in the conduct of military

operations. The effort to assess the effect of the

environment on military operations at the operational level

is not holistic; rather, the attempt is to provide for

separate situation developments for the application of each

operational function. There is not an overall doctrinal

concept of the military geographical information

requirements required to conduct joint operational level

planning in a specific theater of operations. The

confusion caused by prescribing various "environments' is

an impairment to understanding a conceptual framework of an

"operational environment' which defines the 'canvas' for

the optimal use of operational art.
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SECTION V: CONCEPTS FOR THE USE OF MILITARY GEOGRAPHY AT
THE OPERATIONAL LEVEL

One cannot choose a theater of operations
by trying it out as if it were merchandise.

Clausewitz'

Definition of Military Geography

The task of the operational planner is to use

theoretical concepts and doctrine in analyzing the alms,

resources, limiting factors, threat, and military geography

of the area of operations for the conduct of a specific

campaign or major operation. This requires a skilled

concept of what is important and what is not to produce an

effective plan for a campaign or major operation. One

problem for the operational planner in assessing the

significance of the interaction of the environment and

military operations is the confusion related to a

definition of the term 'military geography'

In the introduction to this paper, I stated that

military geography had been variously defined as the study

of the interaction of man and the total environment in the

application of military power. This definition was

selected primarily for its simplicity and universal

applicability to the entire spectrum of conflict. However,

as with most generalizations, this definition is difficult

to apply in practice. First, operational planners do not

study: rather their concern is analytical, calculating, and

predictive. Secondly, operational planners are concerned
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only with the environment of a specific theater of

operations. Thirdly, the application of military power at

the operational level is employment of military forces

through the design, organization, and execution of

campaigns and major operations. Therefore, from an

operational perspective, military geography is defined as

follows:

1. Military geography, as a subset of the larger

field of geography, is that part of the operational

planning process that is concerned with the accurate,

orderly, and rational description and evaluation of-the

earth's surface in the theater of operations." 9

2. Military geography is concerned with the

development of specific campaign plans and plans for major

operations. Therefore, military geography is mission

oriented and predictive; there is no mi~itary geography

without a military mission. Analysis of the military

geography of the theater of operations is focused on the

effects of the environment on both friendly and enemy

courses of action. From a theoretical view, this is

assessing the sum of all factors and forces which operate

within the theater of operations and their effect upon the

performance of any military function. 6 0

3. Military geography is relative as to its effect on

military operations. As Clausewitz describes in his

theory of the interaction of the environment and military

operations, the relationship is permanent, but the
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constraints and influences are conditional in their

influence on military operations. Taken from a strictly

geographic view, no two places on the earth's surface are

the same. Site factors, the inventory of things within a

given area, can indeed be similar. Position factors, the

connections and movements between one area and another, are

never the same as no two places can share the same factors

of position. 6 " From a military standpoint, no two

operational plans are exactly alike. Aims, resources,

limiting factors, and threat are also variable in their

composition, assumptions, and understanding which also

cause a relative and variable effect of military geography

on operational planning.

4. Military geography can be subdivided in terms of

the size of the area of operations and the command

perspective:02

(1). Military topography--the study of small
areas in which the individual features of the
landscape are mapped on large scale maps. The
emphasis is primarily on the physical factors of the
area. This subdivision of military geography supports
tactical operations.

(2) . Military chorography--the study of large
regions en large scale maps. The emphasis is on
physical, cultural, and economic factors of the
region. This subdivision supports operational
campaigns and major operations in a theater of
operations.

(3) . Military Aeography--the study of the world
as a whole or the major theaters of war. This
subdivision supports military strategy. M4iltary
geography can be regional (theater of war) in its
orientation or topical, such as the study of a single
factor throughout the whole world.

Figure 3 i1 a graphical representation of this subdivision
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of military geography. Note that the figure represents a

continuum of the levels of war and military geography and

riot a binding conz.ruct of neat *boxes* to be applied

without a sense of the relative nature of military

geography to military operations.

Framework for the Evaluation of Military Geographv

The IPB process is the formal, doctrinal methodology

for the intelligence officer to assess the military

geography of the theater of operations for both friendly

and enemy operations. Given the prescribed detail of the

operational IPB process as per TC 34-140, Intelligence

Preparation of the Battlefield, there should be sufficient

military geographic data and information for the

operational planner to utilize in his planning once the IPB

analysis of the theater of operations is complete.

FM 100-5, Operations, prescribes the following as the

key elements of terrain analysis: observation and fields

of fire, cover and concealment, obstacles and movement, and

avenues of approach (OCOKA) .6 However, terrain analysis

constitutes only a portion of the analysis of

characteristics of the theater of operations. rherefore,

these elements form a framework that is primarily useful

for tactical versus operational planning.

The operational plann,ýr requires a framework of key

elements of military geography to evaluate and compare the

operational cost and efficiency of the various courses of

action under consideration. The calculation and estimates
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of time and space requirements for the synchronizatizn of

the five elements of operation design are particularly

important aspects of operational campaign planning that the

OCOKA framework can not adequately assess. Therefore, the

following six elements of operational geography are

recommended as a framework for evaluating the feasibility,

cost, and efficiency of military operations in the theater

of operations: 6 4

1. Accessibility. Accessibility is an evaluation of

the ability to deploy a military force from one location to

another location. This includes an assessment of the

freedom of choice of routes and entry points, distances and

travel times, avenues of advance, and obstacles. At the

operational level, accessibility of a cheater of operations

is evaluated for not only the difficulty of reaching a

particular point but also for what special requirements of

equipment, personnel, and prior staging must be met to

deploy military forces in the theater of operations.

Distance is not in direct correlation with accessibility.

Considerations of the time available due to mission

requirements, consumption of resources in support of the

force deployment, and combat force generation to meet the

scheme of the operational plan are other factors which

affect accessibility. Specific elements of geographic

information required to evaluate accessibility include air

and sea port capacities and configurations, confluration

of the littoral and tidal information for amphibious
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operations, road and rail networks and capacities, the

effects of weather on military deployment operations, and

the availability of host nation assets to assist with

special equipment, labor, and movement control. The

political and physical feasibility of the use of third

country facilities equipment., and forces to support the

deployment is also included in the evaluation of

accessibility of a theater of operations. An example of

how accessibility can affect the conduct of military

operations is the 1986 Libyan air strike. The

accessibility of the theater of operations was complicated

by having to stage strike aircraft at U.S. air bases

,located in the United Kingdom, the requirement for carrier

based air and combat support systems located in the

Mediterranean, and the denial of French and Spanish air

space and bases for staging or transit. Accessibility was

a critical factor in the planning and synchronization of

the execution of this demanding operation.

2. Mobility. Mobility is an evaluation of the

ability to move a military force within the theater of

operations. The condition and availability of routes,

transportation network characteristics, effects of climate,

requirements for special mobility characteristics in

equipment, increased petroleum requirements due to

elevation, the demands of moving through obstacles and

obstructing terrain, chokepoint potential to disrupt

movement, and the organization for movement are factors in
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the mobility assessment of a theater of operations. An

additional aspect of the mobility assessment is an

estimation of mobility degradation (i.e. traffic

congestion, route repairs) in the theater of operations

after tiie sLa.L of military operations. An example of the

importance of a comprehensive mobility assessment of the

theater of operations is the failure of Allied planners to

account for the affects of the "bocage" country of

Normandy. Flexibility of an operational plan is often a

measure of the mobility of the theater of operations.

3. Communicability. Communicability is an assessment

of the ability to transmit electronic information in the

theater of operations. Weather, terrain, and cultural

development affect the ability of military forces to

communicate in a theater of operations. Construction,

maintenance, and operating efficiency of the various force

communication systems are variables to he determined for

operation in the theater of operations. Additionally, the

evaluation of existing communication systems within the

theater of operations which can be utilized for support of

military operations is a factor of communicability.

4. Availability. Availability is an assessment of

the existence, quantity, and location of men, equipment,

and logistical support that can be optimally mobilized to

support an operation within the theater of operations.

Accessibility is related to availability in that

availability defines the military forces which will be
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deployed into the theater of operations. Availability is a

geographical concern due to the site and location of the

quantities of men, equipment, and logistical support

relative to the site and location of the theater of

operations. An example of availability affectin,6i military

operations is the 1985 Grenada operation. The 4th

Amphibious Squadron was afloat in the Atlantic, enroute to

Lebanon to relieve the Marine peacekeeping force in Beirut.

When the decision was made to conduct a forced invasion

into the Grenada, the 4th, given its proximity to the

theater of operations as well as the inherent deception

advantages, was diverted to conduct the Grenada operation.

Availability can be also viewed in the context of the site

and location of the initial dispositions of operational

forces prior to the conduct of major operations as part of

a campaign plan, or the initial disposition of forces prior

to the start of a branch or sequel to exploit success or

minimize losses.

5. Vulnerability. Vulnerability is an assessment of

"not what one can do but what can be done to one^ . A

large portion of this assessment is developed within the

threat evaluation and the threat integration functions of

the IPB process. However, the IPB process, as is much of

operational level of war intelligence, is focused primarily

on the identification of the enemy centers of gravity. 6 6

Vulnerability is an evaluation of the friendly centers of

gravity and decisive points of vulnerability, and how these
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can be protected against the hazards of nature, enemy

forces, and the battlefield elements of friction and

chance. While included in the IPB assessment process, an

evaluation of friendly centers of gravity in practice gets

far less attention than does the evaluation of enemy

centers of gravity. Military geographical factors included

in the vulnerability assessment are the site and location

of lines of communication, key command and control

elements, the operational reserve, those operational

functions that constitute the operational center of gravi.y

for the theater of operations, and the cultural aspects of

the local population needed to assess what military actions

are required to maintain their cooperation and security.

Military Geography--Another View

Technological improvements in weapons, equipment

mobility, countermobility munitions, and electronic

surveillance continue to redefine the influences and

constraints of military geography on military operations.

One of the more decisive technological improvements is the

capability to detect and attack enemy formations at great

distances. Operational fires, such as artillery and

aviation, are employed to reinforce the military geography

of the theater of operations to delay, disrupt, deny, or

destroy the enemy force. Area denial munitions such as

mines, liquid-air explosives, artillery, and precision

guided munitions change the mobility factors of the

military geography in the area of their employment.
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Additionally, the destructive capacities of nuclear and

chemical weapons create unique operational conditions. The

planning for the use of these weapons requires an

assessment of the military geography of the theater of

operations for points and areas where the reinforcement and

alteration of the physical environment causes a desired

effect on the enemy force and a c..onstraining or

advantageous effect on the friendly force.

The threat evaluation and integration functions of the

IPB process are effective methods to determine the areas

where the employment of these weapons would environmentally

"engineer' or change the military geography of the theater

of operations to a enemy liability. Through designation of

named areas of interest, event and decision templating, and

development of target areas of interest, the operational

planner selects areas for employment of these weapons to

reinforce or alter military geography in the delay, denial,

disruption, or destruction of the enemy force at

operational depths in the theater of operations.www.qa
tta
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SECTION VI: CONCLUSIONS

Knowledge of the country is to a general
what a rifle is to an infantryman and what
the rules of arithmetic are to a geometrician.

Frederick the Great"7

The title of this paper asks the question does

military geography define the canvas of the operational

planner. In the theoretical writings of Sun Tzu,

Clausewitz, and Jomini, each recognizes the relationship

between military geography and the conduct of military

operations as interactive and permanent. Comparing the

views of each of the three theorists, the only difference

in defining this permanent and interactive relationship is

ascribing the proper value of the effect of military

geography on military operations; i.e., is the relationship

permanent, situational, or conditional"

Soviet military theory and doctrine evaluate the

relationship of military geography and military operations

from a unified approach that seeks to define the

design and preparation of military forces to conduct

military operations in a specific theater of operations.

The Soviet view is holistic: political, economic,

military, and natural factors are evaluated for their

influence on the relationship of military geography and the

conduct of military operations. This approach appears to

be in accordance with the Clausewitzian theory of the

conditional significance of military geography and the
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conduct of military operations.

The U.S. doctrinal approach in describing the effect

of military geography on the conduct of military operations

is not as consistent and holistic as the Soviet view. The

U.S. approach considers the effect of military geography on

the conduct of military operations at the operational level

to have more of a Jominian permanence than a Clausewitzian

conditional significance. Lack of an analytical framework

to assess the qualitative influence of military geography

causes U.S. military doctrine to only recognize a general

or prescriptive influence. This paper provides the

operational planner a re=3mmended framework to use in an

assessment of the conditional significance of military

geography on military operations in the theater of

operations.

U.S. doctrine must seek to better define military

geography. The construct of Figure 3 is a recommended

start to allow for the effizient collection of the military

geographic data that supports each level of military

planning. The mere collection of geographic data has no

military value." By a conceptual outline of the

assumptions of the who, what, when, and where that are

required for military operations at each level of scale,

information flow and responsibility to support the military

planner can be focused to provide timely, accurate military

geographic information in an understandable form that

supports the operational decision cycle. Unquestionably,
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the pace and complexity of operational level planning and

decision making is increasing as technological innovations

continue to increase the geographic space that can be

influenced over time by operational forces. The U.S.

operational planner, challenged by a "canvas" that is ever

increasing in size and complexity, must have a doctrinal

concept of how military geography influences military

operations. Additionally, to support the planning effort

there also must be a timely and well-structured

informational flow of military geographic data that the

planner requires to formulate the military operational

plan."
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FIGURE 1: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE SOVIET
STUDY OF WAR
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FIGURE 2: PARALLEL TERMINOLOGY OF SOVIET MILITARY

ART AND MILITARY GEOGRAPHY
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FIGURE 3: SUBDIVISION OF MILITARY GEOGRAPHY ACCORDING TO THE
LEVELS OF WAR
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